
 Classroom Supply List for the 5th-6th Grade Class  
2022 to 2023 School Year 

 
All these items should be brought on the first day of school rather than dropped off on the 
workday before school officially starts or on some random day during the summer. 
 

1. 2 composition books (the stitch bound type) with graph paper inside for math work.  Ordering 
online is sometimes faster than trying to find these locally, but it is not impossible 
 
2.  A ream of copy paper- that means 500 sheets- high recycled content is encouraged. 
 
3.  Either a pack of magic markers and/or colored pencils for personal use (whichever the 
student prefers) in a container marked with the student’s name.  If they are from this past year, 
make sure they still work. 
 
4.  2 boxes of unused tissues for communal use.  The unused part is a joke. 
 
5.  100 3" X 5" note cards, the kind with lines on one side and no lines on the reverse. 
 
6. 2 glue sticks. 
 
7.  A backpack to safely transport work and books to and from home. 
 
8. 3 lined composition books- the stitched-up type with lined paper- but feel free to buy the 
cheapest with a good, hard cover.  They are for my class, Spanish, and music.  Spanish and 
music composition books from last year can be used for the coming year.  Those lucky students 
will only need 1 new composition book. 
 
9.  A roll of masking tape.  The wider the roll, the better.  Seriously, students get excited about 
wide masking tape. 
 
10.  One trifold 36” X 48” cardboard poster.  The student’s name should be written on the back. 
 
11.  Students have headphones provided for computer use in class, but students may bring in a 
pair for personal use that will NEVER be shared with peers.  If a pair is brought to class, it 
should remain in class and not be brought back and forth from home to school each day. 
 
12.  One bottle of hand soap to use for the cleaning of hands.  Water will be provided by the 
sink. 
 
13.  Two pocket-folders for Spanish and music for keeping track of handouts and 
homework.  Plastic lasts the whole year.  Paper folders sometimes have to be replaced. 
 
14.  A bunch of pencils, say, 24.  I might ask for some more halfway through the year.  If you 
bring 48 at the beginning of the year, I promise I will not ask for more later in the school 
year.  These are for communal use as needed. 
 
15.  One bottle of rubber cement. 
 
16.  One package (100 sheets) of lined paper.  Wide-ruled is better than college-ruled paper. 

 


